TRANSPORT MINISTER INAUGURATES NEW
PREMISES FOR ADT VASCO
Panaji:July 13,2019
Minister for Transport Shri Mauvin Godinho has said that the
Government is committed to provide better services and facilities to the
people and therefore strives for digitization. This he said will provide
better access to public in getting their required services at their doorsteps
in a best possible short time.
Shri Godinho was speaking as the chief guest after
inaugurating of new premises of Assistant Director of Transport at
Vasco yesterday.
Shri Godinho said that there is a scope for improvement in various
areas in this office which he said would be done soon with the purpose to
streamline and smooth functioning of the office. The Government gives
subsidy under 15 components and he,said and told the staff to work on
this aspect as well. The citizen service centre would function through this
office he informed. Although the office is shifted here is not sufficient
but looking for bigger place in future he informed.
The Chairman of VMC Shri Nandadip Raut lauded the work of
shifting of ADT office and housing the same in a new premises for the
access of people and to provide them necessary services. He reminded
that this office where it was earlier wasn’t have proper parking place, a
congested one due to which people used to suffer. But due to shifting of
this office and provision of digital services will definitely give solace to
the people he added.
The Director of Transport Shri Rajan Satardekar
while
addressing the gathering said the ADT office has been shifted for the
convenience of the people. The old office will be retain for records.
While shifting the said office many aspects have been taken into
consideration like space, interior of the office, place for parking etc. He
appreciated the endeavour of those who were instrumental in
making this work of new premises a reality.
Shri Sandip Dhargalkar became the first person to receive his
licence and Shri Ankur Yadav also become the first person
beneficiary to get his learning licence. Both were presented licence
document at the hands of Minister.
Smt. Reema Sonurlekar , Vice-Chairman VMC,Taffic Insper

Shri Rajesh Naik, Assistant Director of Transport who compered
the function welcomed the guest. Shri Francis Quadros Motor Vehicle
Inspector proposed the vote of thanks.
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